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T he concept of providing targeted assistance to attract investment to regional areas is not new.
Governments at all levels have used, and continue to use, a range of financial and other measures
to do just that.  However, a recent proposal to establish enterprise zones goes much further.
Preferential policies for economically distressed areas to maintain equality of opportunity and

promote sustainable private sector investment and jobs are its core objectives.  It is an inherently
interventionist approach with a high price tag.  But is it the solution for distressed regional communities?
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Greenhouse Abatement Revisisted.
During July, over 140 countries will
meet again to debate how to implement
the 1997 plan to reduce global
greenhouse gases known as the Kyoto
Protocol. The key international
development in greenhouse policy this
year has been the rejection of the Kyoto
Protocol by the new US President on the
basis that it will hurt the US economy
without reducing global emissions.
Australian industry agrees with the US
approach and calls on the Australian
Government to maintain the position it
took to The Hague in late 2000.

An Australia-United States Free Trade
Agreement - The Key Issues for
Australia. The Australian Government
has been talking to its United States
counterpart about a possible Free Trade
Agreement (A-USFTA) between the two
countries. While there are potentially
worthwhile economic and commercial
benefits for both sides, negotiating and
reaching such an Agreement is not
without its challenges.   PAGE 8
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The enterprise zones proposal advocates the use of tax-based
and other incentives to promote regional development in
geographic regions or ‘zones’.  These zones are broadly defined
as local government areas (LGA’s) or groups of LGAs where
high unemployment is the predominant indicator of genuine
disadvantage, and therefore eligibility for assistance.

Under the proposal, eligibility indicators would differentiate
target regions from those for whom assistance would simply
accelerate existing or planned development.  Communities in
these enterprise zones would be required to prepare whole-of
region development plans or strategies as a prerequisite to
receiving assistance.  Incentives would be provided to promote
business investment and employment in the zones,
particularly in the generation of employment for
disadvantaged workers.  Financial intermediaries would be
required to report on investment patterns and would receive
incentives to direct investment towards support for enterprise
zones.  Enterprise zones would also receive increased priority
in other policy areas, such as infrastructure spending and
education and training.

The centerpiece of the enterprise zones proposal is financial
incentives, particularly taxation incentives.  The argument for
such an approach is essentially that taxation incentives
provide a powerful stimulus to investment.  By designating
particular areas as enterprise zones and offering taxation relief
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to attract business, new industries
and private sector jobs will be
created, thus also satisfying certain
social welfare objectives.  It is
advocated as a form of strategic
regional development policy.

Substantial government
commitment would be required.
One estimate is that
Commonwealth appropriations of
around $5 billion annually, and a
10-15 year time frame, would be
necessary to implement the
proposal.

Back to the future?Back to the future?Back to the future?Back to the future?Back to the future?

In this paper, the core objectives of
providing equality of opportunity
and sustainable private sector
investment are not questioned.
ACCI has always strongly
advocated that the focus of
regional policy must be economic
development.  Sustained growth in
private sector activity, and the jobs
that go with it, is the best way to
achieve prosperity.

However, in Australia, as in many
other countries, there has been a
shift away from systematic,
institutionalized or redistributive
approaches to regional
development, primarily because
these approaches have not worked
in the past.  The most recent
attempt in the 1990s to establish
that sort of national program for
regional economic development
(colloquially known as the REDO
program) had very mixed results.
Since then international studies,
particularly by the OECD (October,
1999), have concluded that policies
based on redistribution
mechanisms involving direct
assistance have done little to
stimulate growth and employment
in the regions concerned, and in
the process cost governments
billions of dollars.

In Australia, there is already
differential tax treatment based on
zones.  The tax zone rebate scheme
has existed for half a century to
partly compensate individual
taxpayers for the higher cost of
living in regional areas.  It is not
an instrument of regional
development.  The tax zone rebate
has had little, if any, impact on
people’s decision to remain in
regional areas or to leave, nor
would it be a significant incentive
for businesses to locate in regional
areas if it were extended to
industry.

Instead, the policy focus has
shifted towards more demand-
driven approaches.  Thus there is
increasing pressure on
governments to work together in
planning and program delivery,
and demand for greater flexibility
in programs so that they can be
tailored to meet the needs of
communities, not providers.  This
is not only being driven by the
need to make more effective use of
limited public funds.  The driving
force has been the communities.

From a government perspective,
when the pressure is on, the
temptation can be to artificially
promote investment and economic
growth by seeking to attract
particular industries, activities or
investment to a location using
incentives such as tax breaks or
other in-kind assistance.

While some types of stimulus may
be useful in the short term, when
sustained investment is the
objective then the stimulus needs
to be matched by activity that
creates greater economic capacity.
In short, there needs to be real (not
artificial) economic opportunities
in communities that are
investment ready.

WhaWhaWhaWhaWhat dot dot dot dot does thaes thaes thaes thaes that mean?t mean?t mean?t mean?t mean?

Local government (Outlook, 2001)
has argued that the real challenge
for local economies is to establish
an institutional environment that
is conducive to doing business.
That requires a shift from
“artificial attractors” to “capacity
building attractors” including:

• a focus on employment and
production

• regional planning

• improving workforce
capability through education
and training

• strategic investment in
infrastructure

• improving institutional
frameworks (eg planning/land
use/environment/bureaucracy)

• an enterprise and innovation
culture.

The arguments against using
artificial attractors are that they are
often just transfer payments and do
not really attract new investment:
a similar conclusion to that
reached by the OECD.
Furthermore, we already see
taxation incentives used as carrots
to lure investment from one State
to another, and bidding wars for
investment projects.

Revenue foregone through
selective rate subsidies, tax breaks,
or in-kind assistance may succeed
in attracting some investment but
this type of artificial attractor also
leads to economic distortions.

Critics of this view would argue
that without incentives,
investment in some regions would
not occur.  Indeed, this is a central
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proposition of the enterprise
zones proposal.  It is also true
that not all communities have the
tools they need to become
opportunity and investment
ready.  The level of disadvantage
in some communities is such that
intervention is warranted.

So the key policy question really
is:  in what circumstance is
intervention warranted?  Are
there circumstances in which
differential rates of taxation
should apply?

There are situations where it is
possible, with a limited
commitment of public money, to
assist communities:

• to increase community
capacity

• to provide equity in service
delivery

• to address market failure

• for structural adjustment.

The aim here should be to
improve the productive potential
of the region and the linkages
between the local community and
business development.  This
approach has gained currency in
recent years, though it is poorly
articulated in government policy.

ACCI would support the
development of a national policy
framework that enables and
supports a distressed region to
undertaken an audit of its
strengths and weaknesses,
identify its needs, plan for its
future, and receive program
support in areas where that
assistance will build community
capacity and ‘investment
readiness’.

However, our view differs in
emphasis from the enterprise zones
proposal because ACCI does not
support an institutionalized
redistributive mechanism for all of
the reasons cited above.

Setting aside the constitutional
issues created by the enterprise
zones proposal, as a general
principle it is more economically
efficient and equitable to create the
conditions for enterprise growth
overall rather than provide
favoured treatment to
geographically defined zones,
which creates economic
distortions.

ACCI has concerns for the welfare
of communities and businesses
that would fall just outside a
designated enterprise zone and
might therefore be disadvantaged.
Success in one region at the
expense of another because of
government policy would not only
be bad policy but also politically
very unpopular.  ACCI advocates
that regional communities, not
governments, should identify their
requirements and be empowered to
implement their own plans and
initiatives.  The underlying causes,
not the symptoms, of regional
decline need to be addressed.

Fostering businessFostering businessFostering businessFostering businessFostering business
dddddeeeeevelvelvelvelvelooooopmentpmentpmentpmentpment

Given the importance of business
and economic growth to regional
prosperity, regional development
policy must focus on:

• the removal of impediments to
enterprise growth (and
enterprise development)

• strategic and sustained
investment in infrastructure to
improve productive linkages in

communities – transport
infrastructure,
telecommunications and other
utilities, environmental
infrastructure, and social
infrastructure such as
education and skills
development; particularly in
areas which will improve
efficiency and competitiveness

• effective and efficient delivery
of services, including
government services.

Successive inquiries and reports
have drawn attention to the
infrastructure and investment
needs of regions.  While their
emphasis may differ, ACCI
supports many of the measures
that have been proposed to
improve the capacity of regional
communities to attract investment.

However, in all cases the overall
aim of public policy should be to
improve productive linkages
between the local community and
business development, to
maximize economic efficiency and
remove distortions, and to
minimize duplication of
government services.

ACCI supports greater emphasis
on long-term planning and the
development of these productive
linkages because they are
necessary to give regional
communities a greater sense of
confidence and businesses
certainty in planning for the future.

But within that framework is the
need to be fiscally responsible and
ensure that expenditure is targeted
to those areas that will provide the
greatest long-term, productive
benefit to regional Australia
overall.
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If the goal is to increase private
sector investment and improve the
infrastructure and capacity of
regional Australia then the
barriers to investment must be
lowered or removed, not
selectively but overall.  How those
issues are dealt with in a policy
sense requires an assessment of
the differences between the nature
of investment in metropolitan
areas compared with regional
areas, and the factors inherent in
those investment decisions.

ACCI believes there needs to be a
critical examination of those
issues and possible policy
responses.  For this reason ACCI
has argued that referring this
matter to the Productivity
Commission is worthy of
consideration.

The Celtic TigerThe Celtic TigerThe Celtic TigerThe Celtic TigerThe Celtic Tiger

The rate of taxation on business
activities in Australia remains
relatively high in world terms,
despite reductions in the corporate
tax rate of six cents in the dollar.
Ireland, which is held up as a
model of successful regional
development, now offers one of the
most competitive corporate tax
rates in the world.  Profits derived
from eligible manufacturing and
qualifying services are subject to a
tax rate of 10% until 31 December
2002. From 1 January 2003, a
corporation tax rate of 12.5% will
apply to trading profits in all
sectors, including manufacturing
and international services.
(Ireland Investment and
Development Agency).

Major structural change in Ireland
is now paying dividends, and has
resulted in spectacular growth of
around 10% (11% projected for
2000/01).  The country has
benefited from substantial EU

structural payments (ie external
subsidies), but it has also worked
to create a more competitive and
enterprising economy.

AAAAAverververververage Grage Grage Grage Grage Grooooowwwwwth in Realth in Realth in Realth in Realth in Real
GDP 1995 - 1999GDP 1995 - 1999GDP 1995 - 1999GDP 1995 - 1999GDP 1995 - 1999

Source:  OECD

ACCI has serious doubts about the
Australian Government’s capacity
to fund similar initiatives to
Ireland, while remaining fiscally
responsible, at least at this point
in time.  There is no EU benefactor
to help pick up the tab for
structural adjustment.  However,
the principles of focusing on
overall economic efficiency,
flexibility and competitive
neutrality do apply and are
outstanding features of the Irish
experience.

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

There are a number of long-
standing regional issues that
require attention.

• In Australia there is still no
clearly articulated national
plan for regional development,
and governments are still only
talking about working more
cooperatively.

• Indeed, ACCI believes that the
impact of local government
planning processes on major
project financing and private
sector investment are worthy
of closer examination.

Cooperation between different
levels of government in
planning and project approval
also needs to be further
improved.

• The problem of attracting
investment to regional
communities is exacerbated by
the superannuation guarantee
charge.  The SGC has been
ineffective in raising national
savings but by taking money
out of regional Australia, has
diminished the capacity of
regional businesses and
individuals to invest in their
own communities.

• At a broader level, ACCI’s
principal reason for
advocating a Productivity
Commission review of
impediments to investment in
regional Australia is to ensure
that there is an independent,
critical examination of the
factors affecting private sector
investment and growth and to
then consider the best way to
respond to those issues.
Overseas experience shows
that band-aid measures do not
work.

• A review of the Federal
Government’s regional
programs also needs to be
undertaken to align them to
the core principles of building
community capacity, fostering
economic development,
private sector growth, and
service provision.  ACCI
remains very concerned that
regional business programs
are largely directed at rural
businesses.  Regional
programs aimed at business
development should be
targeted at and available to
eligible regional businesses
regardless of industry sector.
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Responsive, flexible and demand-
driven approaches are what
regional communities are asking
for, and responding positively to.

The enterprise zones proposal is
not without merit, but ACCI has
major concerns about its
implementation as a redistributive
mechanism on a broad scale.  A
compelling case has not yet been
made to warrant a return to that
type of approach, nor is it clear that

the extension of existing tax zones
will have any significant effect on
investment.

However, where real
disadvantage exists, there is a role
for governments to work with the
community and business and
target resources to improve the
capacity of the community or the
region.  Governments need to be
flexible enough and responsive
enough to meet those needs.

The focus of the Government’s
investment should be on
improving the productive capacity
of communities overall by
improving the climate for doing
business and the linkages between
communities and enterprise, in
line with the aspirations and needs
identified by those communities
and businesses, whatever they
may be.

D
uring July, over 140 countries will meet again to debate how to implement the 1997 plan to
reduce global greenhouse gases known as the Kyoto Protocol. The key international
development in greenhouse policy this year has been the rejection of the Kyoto Protocol by the
new US President on the basis that it will hurt the US economy without reducing global
emissions. Australian industry agrees with the US approach and calls on the Australian

Government to maintain the position it took to The Hague in late 2000.

greenhouse abatement revisited

Following the lack of success of the
United Nations meeting on climate
change, COP 6, in The Hague in
November 2000, the meeting will
be reconvened in Bonn from 16-27
July.

Earlier this year, the newly elected
US President announced that he
did not support the Kyoto Protocol
to reduce greenhouse gases as it
exempted the developing nations
around the world and was not in
the United States’ best interests.

The rejection by the US
administration of the Kyoto
Protocol was not welcomed by
many countries around the world,
but it particularly angered the
European Union. The Europeans
were still smarting from their
failure at COP 6 to convince other
nations to accept their hardline
positions on the flexibility
mechanisms and developing
nation participation.

As the protocol does not enter into
force until at least 55 countries
emitting at least 55 per cent of the
world’s carbon dioxide emissions
ratify the protocol, then the US
with 25 per cent of the world’s
emissions is crucial to the
protocol coming into force. As the
Australian Minister for the
Environment, Senator the Hon
Robert Hill, said …without
American participation there would
be no Kyoto Protocol.

President Bush may have done the
world a favour by calling the
European’s bluff on the Kyoto
Protocol. It is more an agreement
about ensuring a high cost of
carbon that will benefit certain
countries, rather than about
achieving global emissions
reduction. What President Bush
has said about not wanting to hurt
the American people and the US
economy confirmed what many in
Australian industry have been

saying for some time - that
ratification of the Kyoto Protocol
by only developed nations, will do
little to reduce global greenhouse
emissions and will have a severe
economic impact, not just in
Australia, but across the globe.

The Australian Minister for
Industry, Science and Resources,
Senator the Hon Nick Minchin, has
been saying consistently that the
true economic cost to Australia if it
unilaterally ratified the Kyoto
Protocol, would be the loss of
thousands of jobs across all sectors
of Australian industry. Yet this
point seems to be ignored by many
non-business sections of the
community.

The reality is that energy
underpins global economic well
being and President Bush bluntly
stated this fact when he said that
he would not commit to a process
where the playing field was not
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level. While the world has invested
a huge amount of effort into
developing the Kyoto Protocol, and
there might be some reluctance to
admit its shortcomings by others,
President Bush appears to have no
such qualms. Instead, he
announced that his government
would work to come up with an
alternative plan that would require
all nations to tackle the ‘serious
problem’ of global warming.

No doubt an overwhelming
influence on the United States
President’s reluctance to commit to
the Kyoto Protocol was the parlous
state of the US electricity system.
Several states, have experienced
serious collapses of their electricity
supply as demand has exceeded
supply. The reasons for this are
numerous but growth in the use of
electricity is a major reason, one
that is not just restricted to
America – it is a world wide trend.

While in the US and many parts of
Europe, nuclear powered electricity
is an important component of
overall generation (for example,
France where up to 80 per cent of
electricity is nuclear generated),
Australia has no nuclear power.
Any greenhouse reduction actions
as would be required under the
Kyoto Protocol would inevitably
have the most negative impacts on
those dependent on coal fired
generation. This would be more
strongly felt in Australia than most
other countries.

In Australia, coal generates over 85
per cent of our electricity and our
choices for substitutes are
extremely limited. Hydro electricity
is the only current viable
renewable technology for large
scale base load supply, but the
costs of building any new large
hydro systems are prohibitive.

Biomass generated power will run
foul of the environmental
movement because of its reliance
on native forests. Quite simply,
Australia will need to look
creatively for ways to improve the
efficiencies of existing power
generation and tackle demand
management issues to slow the
growth of energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions. There is
no silver bullet to replace fossil
fuels in this country for the bulk of
our power generation.

There is a misplaced altruism by
some that Australia should set an
example by ratifying the Protocol
because we are one of the world’s
greatest emitters of carbon dioxide
per head of population.
Furthermore they argue, that it is
wrong for us to seek to involve the
developing nations in the Kyoto
Protocol (even though they will be
responsible for 50 per cent of
global carbon dioxide emissions
within the next decade), because it
is the developed world that is
responsible for the emissions that
are now suspected of causing
global warming.

However, the rhetoric is not backed
by any real analysis of what the
impacts might be on the
Australian economy or how a
transition between an economy
heavily reliant on fossilised energy
to one less reliant, would be
managed.

COP 6 and the KyotoCOP 6 and the KyotoCOP 6 and the KyotoCOP 6 and the KyotoCOP 6 and the Kyoto
PrPrPrPrProooootttttocococococooooolllll

The Australian Government went
to COP 6 in November 2000 with a
firm view that ratification by
Australia of the Protocol could
only proceed if certain conditions
were met. The engagement of
developing nations, adequate

recognition of ‘sinks’ and the full
use of flexibility mechanisms were
seen as fundamental to achieving
any realistic outcome for the Kyoto
Protocol. Australian industry was
and remains strongly supportive
of this position. It is the only
realistic position Australia can
adopt and retain economic
stability.

There was less achieved at The
Hague than expected and as such,
COP 6 is scheduled to resume at
the end of July in an attempt to
progress the outstanding issues. It
is imperative that Australia
maintains its position at COP 6
Resumed. With the world economy
growing more slowly this year
than last year, countries are more
vulnerable to economic impacts.
This point is well recognised by
President Bush, in the start of his
four year term.

The role of Japan in the upcoming
resumed climate change talks is
crucial. As a key member of the
“Umbrella Group” along with the
US, Australia and Canada, Japan
is keen for the Kyoto Protocol to
work given it was named after a
Japanese city that hosted the
meeting that developed the
Protocol. However, while Japan
publicly expressed
disappointment with the United
States’ decision it is likely to be
reluctant to go ahead and ratify
the Protocol without the United
States’ participation.

This point is well recognised by
the Europeans who have been
trying hard to win over the
Japanese to ensure an outcome at
COP 6 resumed. In his revised
negotiating text, the Dutch
Environment Minister and
President of COP 6, Mr Jan Pronk,
has offered Japan an agreement to
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be able to count more than half its
greenhouse gas emission
reduction as absorptions through
forests, a concession not available
to other countries (who are
allowed to only account for 50 per
cent of their emissions through
this method).

The EU is keen to take Japan out of
the “Umbrella Group” into the EU
camp with Japan’s carbon dioxide
emissions together with the EU’s
emissions , they are well on their
way to getting the necessary 55 per
cent for the protocol to come into
force. Over 90 countries have
already ratified the protocol –
mainly developing nations.

While Japan is yet to indicate
whether it will support the Kyoto
Protocol in the absence of the
United States, recent events
suggest that it is less likely to. At
recent pre COP 6 resumed talks,
Japan has criticised the revised
negotiating text as having a “lot of
problems” and has indicated that
the Protocol “will not work
without US participation”.

Canada too is remaining coy about
what its final position might be,
only saying that while it continues
to support the treaty, it can not
guarantee that it would be able to
move ahead without the United
States.

Australia will no doubt have taken
these views into account when the
Federal Environment Minister
heads off to Bonn in mid July.
Minister Hill has been a key player
in previous climate change
negotiations and has maintained a
strong view that the Protocol must
recognise Australia’s unique
circumstances. As far as we can
see, there has been no change to
circumstances for the Government

to recast this view. This is a deal
that Australia would not benefit
from.

We remain sceptical that Europe
will move forward to ratify the
Protocol without the United States
or Japan. They would only ensure
that the cost of carbon would be
significantly higher which would
only damage their own economies.
And of course, the other major
group in the United Nations
Framework for Climate Change is
the developing nations known as
G77 and China. It is understood
that at recent meetings of officials,
G77 and China have indicated that
they may even walk out of COP 6
Resumed as they feel that the
squabbling between the wealthiest
nations in the world is indicative
of the lack of regard for the well
being of the poorest nations in the
world.

united stunited stunited stunited stunited staaaaates enertes enertes enertes enertes energygygygygy
popopopopolililililicccccyyyyy

A key part of the US President’s
climate change review announced
in March was a balanced and
comprehensive national energy
plan. This was released in May
and contained numerous
initiatives that covered,
exploration and production,
cleaner technologies including
nuclear and renewable energy and
conservation.

While some elements of the energy
plan met with mixed reactions,
especially the proposal to open up
a portion of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in Alaska to
drilling, the energy plan is notable
for its breadth of proposed
initiatives. The plan promotes the
use of tax credits to encourage the
development of energy plants
using biomass and for the use of

alternative fuels or solar panels. It
also proposes tax credits for
conservation and demand side
measures, and other energy
efficiency measures examining car
fuel efficiency. The plan also
promises investment in
developing clean coal technologies
- research that has been struggling
for funds here in Australia for
many years.

ACCI has argued that an
integrated approach to energy and
greenhouse is needed for Australia,
something that the US Energy Plan
appears to achieve as it is directly
linked to the greenhouse debate. It
is our view that the $1 billion in
Government greenhouse
programs, should ensure there is
not an artificial divide between the
energy debate and greenhouse
issues.

The announcement by the Council
of Australian Governments in June
this year to establish a Ministerial
Council on Energy that recognises
the role of the energy sector in
advancing Australia’s standard of
living and contributions to
economic growth is a welcome
step. While there have been
enormous benefits from
deregulating the Australian
electricity industry to date, further
improvements are needed to make
it truly a national market. This
includes further competition
reform and technological
improvements, including
addressing the issue of power
factor correction and the
interconnections between the
States. The integration of climate
change objectives into the energy
policy would be a sensible
addition and provide the
community with a better
understanding of the trade offs
that will be necessary in the future.
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Australia has demonstrated its
resolve in tackling greenhouse gas
emissions, despite the rush to
criticise by some that we should be
doing more. The latest greenhouse
gas inventory showed that our
emissions are slowing and grew by
1.1% during 1999 compared to 4.5%
the previous year against a
backdrop of continued economic
growth. Many of the Government’s
initiatives have only been in force
for about a year and will start to
contribute their efficiencies into the
future.

Australia is undertaking domestic
actions that will not only
contribute to global emission
reductions but also doing so in a
way that ensures the costs are
minimised. This approach will be
more effective in the long term than
having international agreements

force compliance on some
countries that will place other
countries at an unfair
disadvantage.

ACCI believes that the US, despite
its self interest, has shown that the
Kyoto Protocol for all its good
intentions is too complex and
fundamentally flawed to be an
effective approach to tackling
greenhouse. If Australia were to
ratify the protocol as it is, it would
have severe consequences on our
ability to continue to be an
internationally competitive
economy.

While ACCI has never advocated
walking away from addressing the
threat posed by climate change, we
believe that it is far more
important for Australia to protect
our own economy, and to grow it

as best as we can within a
sustainable development
framework. Therefore, we strongly
encourage the Government and
other political parties to seriously
consider the motivation of the
United States’ rejection of the
Protocol. The US is not prepared to
risk the well being of its own
citizens without reducing global
emissions, and instead is focusing
on domestic actions that will
address abatement of greenhouse
gases.

In Bonn, Australia should restate
clearly to the rest of the world that
a global approach to climate
change must be adopted to be
effective and that we remain
committed to working for that aim
but not at any cost to our economy.

The Australian Government has been talking to its United States counterpart about a possible Free
Trade Agreement (A-USFTA) between the two countries. While there are potentially worthwhile
economic and commercial benefits for both sides, negotiating and reaching such an Agreement is not
without its challenges.

an australia-united states free
trade agreement
the key issues for australia

Nevertheless, ACCI is interested-
in-principle in an A-USFTA
providing it: is ‘WTO-plus’,
advances our national interests,
and delivers net economic and
commercial benefits to Australia.

The Australia – USThe Australia – USThe Australia – USThe Australia – USThe Australia – US
RelRelRelRelRelaaaaatititititiooooonshipnshipnshipnshipnship

The United States relationship is
one of, if not, the most important
Australia has with another single
country.  The ANZUS alliance has
been the cornerstone of our defence

and foreign relations policies and
strategies for nearly half a century.

In commercial and economic
terms, the United States is:

• our second biggest trading
partner

• our largest single market for
traded services

• our second largest export
market for elaborately
transformed manufactures

• our single largest foreign
investor

• an important source of
intellectual property, and new
technologies.

In more specific terms, two-way
trade last financial year (1999/
2000) topped $A 32.8 billion, or
one dollar in every six of our total
trade, with trade in services
amounting to some $A 10 billion,
or nearly one dollar in every five
of our total trade in services.
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The Australia – United States
relationship is already
underpinned in economic and
commercial terms by an existing
Trade and Investment Framework
Agreement (TIFA).  While not as
well known as the ANZUS Treaty,
the A–US TIFA exists as a platform
for trade and commercial policy
dialogue between the two
countries.

The TIFA provides for
consultations between trade
ministers (or the like) from the two
countries on multilateral, regional
and bilateral issues in trade,
commerce and investment.

While Australian and US trade
ministers (in the latter case, the
United States Trade
Representative) have met only
sporadically over the past decade
under the TIFA framework, the
Australian side has used the
forum to press issues such as
market access in general, and for
small firms in particular,
promoting US investment in
Australia, and encouraging active
US involvement in global and
regional trade liberalisation.

BrBrBrBrBroooooadadadadader Frer Frer Frer Frer Fraaaaamememememewowowowoworkrkrkrkrk

Any FTA between Australia and
the United States will not be
conducted in isolation of existing
trade agreements which each
country already has with other
nations, and/or those they are
seeking to negotiate, whether
multi-, pluri- or bi-lateral.

First and foremost, for both
Australia and the United States
any bilateral FTA must be ‘WTO-
plus’ to be worthwhile. Other trade
liberalisation agreements must be
a complement to, not a substitute
for, first-best agreements under the
World Trade Organisation (WTO).

Indeed, any efforts on A–USFTA
must be secondary to the launch of
a comprehensive multilateral trade
round from the WTO Ministerial
meeting to be held in Qatar in
November of this year.

ACCI’s view is clear and
straightforward: the best free trade
agreement is one involving the
whole world which means the
broadest and deepest set of
commitments under the WTO.

In simple terms, a single global
FTA of 130 or more countries is
better than a patchwork of
hundreds of bilateral free and
lesser trade agreements of uneven
quality and rigour.

Beyond our WTO obligations,
Australia will need to take into
account our existing and potential
commitments under: the Closer
Economic Relations Agreement,
which Australia has with New
Zealand, the FTA we are currently
negotiating with Singapore, and
the one we want to do with

Thailand.

In the spirit of most favoured
nation which underlays global
trade law, the United States will
quite reasonably expect at least as
good treatment that we afford to
these countries.  (Most Favoured
Nation means treating another
trading partner not less
advantageously than the most

favoured trading partner.)

From the United States’
perspective, it will mean looking at
their commitments under:  the
North American Free Trade Area
(NAFTA), the US–Jordan FTA
(which the Americans see as a
guidepost for any bilateral FTA
with Australia), and the proposed
Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA).

The Asian DimensionThe Asian DimensionThe Asian DimensionThe Asian DimensionThe Asian Dimension

Any negotiations on an A-USFTA
will require Australia to take into
account our relations with the
Asian region.

While we have not yet heard it, no
doubt it is being discussed, at least
informally, around some quarters
in the Asian region that
Australia’s interest in an FTA with
the United States shows their
(Australia’s) true colours, despite
the rhetoric of seeking full
engagement with Asia.

Commerce and industry does not
see it that way. In short, it is not
‘either Asia or America’ but, rather
it can be ‘Asia and America’.  To
use an oft-cited Americanism:
‘Australia can walk and chew gum
at the same time’ in pursuing
closer trade and investment
relations with more than one
country or region.

Subject to the availability of scarce
expert trade negotiating skills,
Australia could reasonably
negotiate an FTA with the United
States, and an FTA (along with our
CER partner, New Zealand) with
the ASEAN countries, if the latter
wish to take-up our still open offer.

Similarly, if Japan and/or South
Korea, for example, were to
demonstrate an interest in
individual FTAs with Australia,
the Australian business
community (and, no doubt,
governmental trade officials)
would be happy to talk to them.

KeKeKeKeKey Agendy Agendy Agendy Agendy Agenda Itemsa Itemsa Itemsa Itemsa Items

Any negotiations toward an A-
USFTA will be both easy, and
difficult.
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They will be easy because of the
fairly high degree of similarity
between our two countries.  We both
have strong and well developed
financial systems and legal
processes, and considerable direct
exposure to each other in trade and
commerce.

And, it will also be easy (or at least,
straightforward) because the
negotiations will necessarily be
‘WTO-plus’.  That is, focusing on
the trade barriers which have not
already been dealt with under the
WTO.

To some extent, these barriers have
already been well-identified by the
Australian and the United States
Governments.

The Australian Government has
identified key market barriers in
unpublished reports compiled by
the Market Development Taskforce
which operates out of the
Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade. The United States
Government identifies barriers in
its trade estimates reports
published annually, which forms
part of the work agenda for the
United States Trade Representative
(ostensibly, their Department of
Trade).

Prominent sectors on the Australian
list include American agriculture,
government procurement,
professional services, maritime
transport, and telecommunications
policies and practices, while for the
Americans they include our
quarantine, export promotion,
foreign investment screening, and
commodity marketing
arrangements.

While Australia and the United
States are already largely open to
each other’s trade and investment,
the remaining barriers are

aggravations and their removal
can produce real outcomes and
growth.

Research commissioned by the
Australian Government shows
an expansive A-USFTA could
add around $A 2 billion a year to
Australia’s national output by
the end of the decade.
Importantly, the Agreement
would be likely to create rather
than divert trade.

Another important challenge will
be the need to accept the dynamic
nature of the negotiating agenda,
given additional items (and new
perspectives on existing items)
tend to emerge as the
negotiations progress.

As the experience of negotiating
FTAs with New Zealand and
Singapore has shown,
meaningful efforts to achieve
genuine free trade between two
countries often bring to the
surface ‘submerged rocks’ which
can add difficulty to the
negotiating task, and lengthen
time-lines, sometimes
considerably.

Such issues during the New
Zealand-CER process included
aviation access and movement of
natural persons, while for the
Singapore FTA they have
included competition policy and
government procurement.

QuestiQuestiQuestiQuestiQuestiooooon Mn Mn Mn Mn Markarkarkarkarksssss

Some question marks also hang
over the negotiation and
potential agreement of an A-
USFTA.

Prominent amongst them are the
contentious ‘new trade issues’
such as social clauses, dealing

with issues like human rights and
labour standards, as well as

environmental standards.

The Australian Government’s
stance, with which commerce and
industry agrees, is such issues
should not be attached to, or
included in, trade agreements.
Rather, where there is a genuine
desire for international
commitments, these issues be dealt
with through separate agreements.

That is, have international
agreements on human rights,
labour standards and environment
matters, just do not link them to
trade agreements.

The Bush Administration’s policy
stance has generally been regarded
as much the same as that of the
Howard Government, namely,
opposition to the inclusion of
social and environmental matters
into trade agreements.

However, the new dynamics in the
United States’ Congress may add
pressure on the Bush
Administration to make some
compromises on this position.

The Democrat dominated Senate,
together with protectionist-leaning
Republicans, may demand the
inclusion of social and
environmental clauses in any new
trade agreements to which the
United States is a party in return
for granting the President with
Trade Promotion Authority.

(Trade Promotion Authority,
formerly known as Fast Track
Authority, empowers the US
President to negotiate trade
agreements, which the Congress
can only vote up or down in its
entirety, not pick and choose on a
line-by-line basis).
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It remains to be seen whether a
Bush Administration would accept
such a qualified Authority and,
whether the Howard Government
would enter into meaningful
negotiations were such clauses to
be included.

There is precedent for the United
States accepting social clauses
(dealing with environment and
labour standards) in bilateral
FTAs, albeit in seemingly
innocuous terms - that is, the
United States–Jordan FTA, signed
in October last year, admittedly
under a Democrat (Clinton)
Administration.

The Howard Government has also
set a precedent on the question of
social clauses in trade-type
agreements refusing to enter into a
trade facilitation agreement with
the European Union several years
ago because of the presence of a
social clause (in this case, on
human rights).

Presumably, if we accepted in
principle and practice such clauses
in any A–US FTA, then we would
be open to doing so in other places,
subject, of course, to specific text.

A final question mark concerns the
potential for a new race for
bilateral FTAs around the world, as
substitutes for any action or
progress on the multilateral front.
That is, bilateral FTAs competing
with, not complementing, the WTO
processes for trade liberalisation
attention, resources and outcomes.

ACCI’s interest-in-principle in an
A–USFTA would be greatly
tempered if it weakened the WTO
system, or were driven, on either
side, merely by a desire to use it as
leverage for market access/
opening with reluctant trade

reformers such as the European
Union, Japan and South Korea, to
name just a few.

acci’s Modellingacci’s Modellingacci’s Modellingacci’s Modellingacci’s Modelling

In an attempt to get a deeper
understanding of the Australia-
United States trade relationship
ACCI has undertaken
mathematical-economic modelling
of bilateral trade flows reflecting
data constraints, for commodities
and manufactures (but not
services) exchanges over much of
the 1990s.

The modelling work, undertaken
as part of an as-yet unpublished
study, examined a number of
composite measures of our
bilateral trade and commercial
relationship.

Two key measures used in the
study were trade intensity and
trade complementarity, across
most of the 1990s (for which
reliable data is available).

In broad terms, trade intensity is
an indicator of aggregate market
shares which, in measurement
terms is Australia’s share of
exports destined for the US,
relative to the US importance as a
global import market.

The modelling work shows
Australia’s trade intensity with the
US experienced a trend decline
during the 1990s, down from a
market share of around 0.45 per
cent in 1990 to a low of 0.25 per
cent in 1996, before recovering
back to 0.40 per cent in 1998 (the
latest available data).

By comparison, trade
complementarity is an indicator of
market match, and captures the
degree to which each nation’s

exports complement the other’s
imports.  Roughly speaking, it
looks at whether ‘we are selling
what they want to buy’.

According to the modelling, the
underlying trend over the 1990s
for trade complementarity was
upward, suggesting Australia has
been selling more of what the US
wants to buy.

But, how do we reconcile a
declining market share with a
rising trade complementarity?
One possibility is: while Australia
is doing better in our market
matching with the US, other
countries are doing even better.
That is, while we are doing better
than before, others are doing even
better still, hence our falling
market share.

Whether any A–USFTA changes
this situation will depend on the
impact and incidence of trade
barriers on these outcomes
(something the modelling work to
date has not determined), or
whether the outcomes are
determined by competitive market
forces.

Where to Now?Where to Now?Where to Now?Where to Now?Where to Now?

How does the Australian
Government, and business
community, convert an
interesting idea into something
more substantive?

To date, the sounds coming from
the United States’ side have been
positive (or at least, not negative).
At the governmental level, the
messages appear to be the Bush
Administration has not ruled out
the idea, while media reports
have suggested the US business
community has commenced
active lobbying for the matter to
progress.
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On the Australian side, Foreign
Minister Downer and Trade
Minister Vaile have received
messages of comfort during recent
visits to the United States,  while
the A-US FTA will be prominent on
the agenda when Prime Minister
Howard meets President Bush in
Washington DC in mid-September
this year.

ACCI has been giving serious
thought as to how we can ensure
an effective Australian business
voice gets into the dialogue, and

any negotiating process. We will
look to progress some initiatives
once we get clearer, concrete
signals on the future for an A – US
FTA.

The key near-term milestones will
be: Prime Minister Howard’s visit
to Washington in September, the
Australian Federal Election due at
the end of this year,  and
depending on the outcome, some
exploratory discussions at official
level in early 2002, with
meaningful talks, even

negotiations, commencing in the
latter part of 2002.

Only then will the hard-yards start
of negotiating a first-best,
comprehensive and meaningful
free trade agreement between
Australia and the United States,
with an outcome which advances
Australia’s national interests in
trade, commerce and investment,
and at the same time, reinforces our
efforts for a new multilateral trade
round under the World Trade
Organisation.


